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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks have recently become an incredibly active research
area in the networking community.  Much attention has been given to the construction of
power-conserving protocols and techniques, as battery life is the one factor that prevents
successful wide-scale deployment of such networks.  These techniques concentrate on the
optimization of network behavior, as the wireless transmission of data is the most
expensive operation performed by a sensor node. Very little work has been published on
the integration of such techniques, and their suitability to various application domains.
This paper presents an exhaustive power consumption analysis of network stacks
constructed with common algorithms, to determine the interactions between such
algorithms and the suitability of the resulting network stack for various applications.
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Introduction
Wireless sensor networks have recently generated much interest in the computer
science research community.  The development and deployment of these networks poses
unique challenges in the fields of networking, distributed computing, and hardware
design.  Much has been made of the fact that wireless sensor nodes operate under severe
power constraints [1], and many novel network algorithms [2,3] have been developed to
minimize the power costs associated with the wireless transmission of data inside these
networks.  Specifically, many routing and MAC algorithms have been developed
expressly for the purpose of power conservation.  Unfortunately, an efficient algorithm at
one level of a network stack may not guarantee an efficient network stack. There is thus a
need to analyze the behavior of network algorithms in the context of a complete network
stack.  Such system-level analysis is not well represented in current publications,
although there are notable exceptions [4].  This paper presents the results of such an
analysis, comparing different network stacks constructed from common network
algorithms.
Hardware
Experiments were targeted to the U.C. Berkeley MICA device [5], which has
become one of the standard research platforms for wireless sensor research.  The
Berkeley device is relatively mature, and is readily available.  MICA is constructed
around an Atmel ATMega128L microcontroller, a popular 8-bit MCU [6].  The
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ATMega128L’s features are summarized in Table 1.  The radio interface for the device is
an RFM TX1000 transceiver module.  This device operates in the 916Mhz ISM band, and
provides 40 Ksymbol/sec throughput with an ideal range of 100 meters [7].  Variable
range attenuation is provided by a software-addressable digital potentiometer.  The
TX1000 utilizes an antenna fabricated on the surface of the MICA circuit board.  MICA’s
interface to mission-specific sensors is provided via a high-density connector on the main
circuit board, and sensors are available for light, sound, temperature, acceleration, and
magnetic fields.  Custom sensors also may be deployed, either via the ATMega128L’s
10-bit A/D converters or its I2C interface.  MICA also provides 3 LEDs, a voltage boost
converter, a 4 Mbit serial Flash RAM, and a coprocessor for over-the-air reprogramming.
The device is powered by 2 AA alkaline cells, which have a rated charge capacity of
2850 mAH [8], although more than 50% of this is at a voltage below 2.4 V.
Software
As a complement to the MICA hardware, U.C. Berkeley developed the TinyOS
platform [9,10].  TinyOS is a component-based OS specifically designed for wireless
sensors.  The component-based nature of the OS makes it easy to replace portions of the
network stack, or even the entire stack, without disrupting other elements of the system.
The TinyOS communications architecture uses variable length packets, with a maximum
payload length of 32 bytes.  The packet headers, automatically included by TinyOS,
include an address field, a type field, a 2-byte CRC, a transmission strength pulse, and an
automatic acknowledgement mechanism [11].  TinyOS supports compilation from the
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same code to multiple hardware platforms, as well as to the included Nido simulator.
This simulator provides basic event and radio-propagation models.  To improve the
verisimilitude of the simulation, we developed custom sensor and radio modules. The
sensor model provides pseudo-realistic photosensor and temperature sensor data, while
the radio component adds the capacity for random bit errors (overhearing and collisions
being already supported by the base simulator).  Additionally, the logging capabilities of
the simulator were modified to permit capture of all RF mode changes.
Power Consumption
In a wireless sensor network, the limiting variable is almost always power.  All
deployable wireless sensor nodes currently use some form of battery technology.  When
dealing with single devices, the replacement of batteries is not a major issue.  In wireless
sensor systems comprising hundreds or thousands of nodes, replacing the batteries of any
particular node may be impractical or expensive.  Such is especially the case when the
sensor nodes are integrated into the superstructure of a building, or deployed in a
battlefield’s fire corridor.  Extensive effort has been devoted to the creation of efficient
power-scavenging systems for use in wireless sensor networks, via solar power or
thermal differentials, but to date such research has not produced hardware that is suitable
for field use.  Given that every action taken by a wireless sensor node exhausts some of
its power reserves (or power budget, in the case of energy-scavenging nodes), it is
imperative to limit how often energy-intensive tasks are performed.  The two components
of the MICA system that draw the most power are the processor and the RF transceiver,
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whose power consumption characteristics are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.  As the
differential in power consumption between sleep and active is several orders of
magnitude, it follows that reducing the duty cycle of the CPU and RF transceiver would
directly impact the field lifespan of a wireless sensor node.  If all of the components of a
MICA node are in power-save mode, its theoretical maximum lifespan is 2917.7 days.
This decreases to 23.75 days if the CPU is running at 100% duty cycle, and 6.9–13.5 days
if the CPU and RF transceiver are both active continuously.
Operating Modes
To test the response of various communications algorithms, two application
scenarios were constructed.  These scenarios are not intended to be exact
implementations for a particular task, but rather serve as exemplars for different usage
modes.
The first application scenario is that of passive environmental monitoring.  A
sensor network is deployed to provide wide-area, continuous monitoring of some
environmental variable for a period of time.  For the purposes of this research, the
sampled variable was temperature, which was sampled every 100ms at each node.  In a
100-node network, ten 10-bit samples/second creates a total information flow of 10,000
bits/second (exclusive of packet framing and encoding overhead), which is well under the
40Ksymbols/s channel capacity.  All nodes report their data back to the base station,
where further post-processing and data uploading is performed.
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The second application scenario is that of fire detection and reporting.  In this
scenario, nodes monitor their sensor every second. If a node senses a value above a
certain threshold, it signals to its 1 and 2-hop neighbors.  All activated nodes send their
current light readings to the base station, then resume normal function.  For this
experiment, the sensor used was a photodetector, which approximates a smoke or carbon
monoxide detector.  Network traffic in this experiment is more sporadic and less stream-
oriented than that of the first application scenario.
Application Layer
In the passive monitoring application scenario, application-level payload
compression was implemented.  Three well-known algorithms [12,13] (plus no
compression) were selected as candidates.  Distributed and wireless-sensor-specific
compression techniques were also considered [14].  The first algorithm selected was
Huffman encoding, with a dictionary built specifically for the expected sensor input. This
provided a compression ration of approximately 2:1.  In the second algorithm, the first-
order residual of the data was taken, and Huffman encoding was applied to the residual.
This compression was also performed using a custom dictionary, and the results were
similar to those of the first algorithm.  In the third algorithm, CDFM with an adaptive
delta function was used.  In this lossy compression algorithm, each 10-bit sensor reading
is reduced to a 1-bit value, reflecting whether the value is larger or smaller than the
previous one.  Errors due to compression loss averaged 0.178 bits/sample.
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Network Layer
Two representative multi-hop routing algorithms were chosen as candidate
algorithms.  These algorithms were chosen to represent the two major types of multihop
routing algorithms: beacon- and table-driven [15].  The first was DSDV, a beacon-driven
algorithm [16].  In DSDV, the base station broadcasts beacons at regular intervals, which
are propagated through the network by smart flooding.  As each node receives the
beacon, it updates how many hops away it is from the base station, and for which node it
received the beacon.  To transmit data to the base station, a node sends that data to the
node that forwarded the most recent beacon.  Similar steps are performed at each node,
leading back to the base station.
The second candidate algorithm was DSR, an active route-acquisition algorithm
[17].  DSR is actually an ad-hoc routing algorithm, but with slight simplifications so that
multihop communication was only supported between a node and the base station.  In
DSR, a node that does not have a route, but wishes to send data to the base station sends a
route request packet.  This packet is flooded, and as it is forwarded from node to node, a
record is kept on the packet of the nodes it has visited.  This prevents looping and
continual flooding.  Once the request reaches the base station, the order of the recorded
hops is reversed, and a route reply is unicast along the chain of addresses leading to the
originating node.  As each node receives a route reply, it can use the node from which it
heard the reply as the first hop when attempting to communicate with the base station.
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MAC Layer
Three passive MAC algorithms were selected as MCA layer candidates.  The first
algorithm was carrier sense with random backoff, the most basic MAC technique.  The
second algorithm was identical to the first, with the addition of a random wait period
before the transmission attempt.  Values for the random wait windows were taken from
the original TinyOS networking components.  These values were 30-61 bit intervals for
random backoff, and 80-127 bit intervals for random initial wait.  The third MAC
algorithm was an implementation of the MAClp protocol, designed for low-power
wireless devices [18].  This protocol implements adaptive rate control by probabilistically
dropping packets at transmit time.  Upon a successful transmission, the probability of a
packet being dropped is decreased, while an unsuccessful transmission increases the
probability.  Routing control packets are not dropped. Random wait and backoff are also
implemented in this protocol.  Values for random intervals and probabilities were taken
from TinyOS components, and suggestions presented in [18].
Data Link Layer
Two different sets of candidate algorithms are implemented at the data link layer:
automatic retransmission requests (ARQ) and forward error correction (FEC).  These are
two complementary techniques for maintaining link quality.  As previously mentioned,
the TinyOS network components support automatic acknowledgement of correctly
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received packets.  If a transmitted packet is not correctly received at any node, ARQ will
attempt to retransmit the packet up to three times.
In addition to ARQ, forward error correction provides an added layer of
reliability.  FEC attempts to detect and correct limited numbers of errors introduced by
RF channel noise and interference [19].  Four encoding protocols were selected as
candidate algorithms.  The simplest is no encoding whatsoever.  Bits to be transmitted are
passed directly to the RF hardware.  This provides no error detection or correction
capability, but incurs no overhead.  Unfortunately, the choice to use no encoding is not
feasible in practice.  The RFM transceiver recommends that signals be DC-balanced, in
order to improve the receiver’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR.)  Thus, the simplest practical
protocol is Manchester encoding.  This encoding scheme DC balances the output signal,
at the cost of halving the effective bandwidth.  Manchester encoding also provides no
error correction capabilities, although it can detect any single-bit error.  A popular
encoding scheme that provides some error recovery facilities is SEC-DED.  SEC-DED is
a block code that provides DC balancing, single error correction, and double error
detection.  SEC-DED reduces effective bandwidth by 2/3.  Finally, a code known as
EVENODD was implemented. EVENODD is an erasure-channel based error detection
and recovery scheme originally developed for RAID arrays [20,21,22].  Data encoded
with EVENODD is subsequently encoded with Manchester encoding, to create an erasure
channel that can detect all single bit, and many 2-bit errors.  EVENODD can correct up to
two erasures, which corresponds to two non-consecutive bit errors in the encoded byte.
EVENODD also provides DC balancing (via Manchester encoding).  EVENODD
reduces effective bandwidth by 2/3.
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Experimental Configuration
Four sets of experiments were carried out. In each, a 100-node network was
simulated for 30 seconds. All possible combinations of encoding, MAC, ARQ, routing
and (in the case of passive monitoring) compression were tested.  Each application
scenario was tested with both a grid and a random topology.  The grid topology consisted
of a 10x10 rectangular grid, with no “wrapping” at the edges.  The random topology was
a unipartite graph, with each node having 4 connections to random neighbors.  The
random topology was held constant throughout the tests, as was the governing random
seed for the simulator. The configuration of each experiment is summarized in Table 4.
These experimental parameters were chosen to reflect a typical small-scale distribution of
sensor in both planned and randomly distributed configurations.  During simulation, data
was captured for each node on the following variables: length of time in each RFM mode,
number of bits corrupted by channel static, number of corrupt packet receptions, number
of retransmissions, number of attempted transmissions, and number of transmissions
successfully received at the base station.
Notation
As there are 192 candidate network stacks that can be created from the space of
candidate algorithms, a simple notation has been adopted to express them concisely.  The
notation is detailed fully in Table 5.  Briefly, the notation for a specific network stack
consists of a 5-tuple of numeric values, expressed as <C-R-A-M-E>, where C is the
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compression algorithm used (or X if the experiment used the fire detection scenario), R is
the routing algorithm selected, A indicates the presence or absence of ARQ, M is the
MAC algorithm, and E is the encoding scheme (FEC).  Mean values from aggregate data
slices are represented using the star operator (*). For example, the subset of stacks that
use ARQ and Manchester encoding is represented as <*-*-1-*-1>.
Metrics
Two main metrics were used to evaluate the performance of the candidate
network stacks.  The first of these is Jain’s metric for multi-hop network fairness [23],







where Xi is the ratio of actual receptions at the base station to expected receptions at the
base station, and n is the number of nodes sending to the base station.  In this metric, 1.0
represents perfect fairness, while 0.0 represents the domination of the entire channel by
one node.  The second major metric used is power cost / event. In the case of the passive
monitoring experiments, this cost is mAs/kbit of information, while in the fire detection
scenario, it is mAs/alert received at the base station. In this metric, lower power cost is
desired.
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Results / Analysis—Individual Experiments
Data from each of the four experiments was collected and analyzed according to
the metrics described earlier.  A summary of findings within each experiment is found in
Tables 6 and 7. It is interesting to note that all of the stacks that are optimal for either
metric in a particular experiment are part of the subset <*-0-0-0-0>, indicating that the
simplest components at each layer of the network stack provide the best performance.
Unfortunately, the choice of no encoding at the radio level, while providing the best
results in simulation, is not a practical decision for field deployment.  We therefore
remove all stacks of the form <*-*-*-*-0> from consideration, and again find the optimal
stacks for each experiment, with regard to both power consumption and reception
fairness.  These results are summarized in Table 8.  Here we see that in 7 of 8 cases,
Manchester encoding, the simplest practical encoding, provides the best performance.  In
half of the cases, carrier sense with random backoff provides the best performance, while
in the other half, the optimal stack uses carrier sense plus initial wait time.  Surprisingly,
in only one case does the addition of ARQ create an optimal stack.   In the network layer,
DSDV appears to provide superior performance to DSR. Finally, Huffman residual
compression provides the most reception fairness, while CDFM provides the lowest
power cost per kilobit of data.
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Results/Analysis—Multiple Experiments
Looking at the aggregate data for all of the experiments, we can analyze the data
in several ways.  By taking subsets of the data, one can isolate the effect that various
algorithms have on both power consumption and reception fairness.  These results are
shown in Figures 1 and 2.  In evaluating the effect of algorithms on network fairness, we
see that the algorithm that gives the best performance varies with the application
scenario.  In the passive monitoring scenario these algorithms are (in descending order
through the stack): DSR routing, ARQ active, carrier sense + wait MAC, and Manchester
encoding.  It is interesting to note that, with the exception of Manchester encoding, none
of these algorithms appears in the stacks that had the highest fairness in either
Experiment 1 or 2.  In the fire detection scenario, the fairest algorithms appear to be:
DSDV routing, ARQ inactive, carrier sense MAC, and no encoding, which corresponds
to the fairest stack for Experiments 3 and 4.
This inter-application variance is not the case with power consumption, where the
simplest algorithm appears to always have the best performance.  Note that in Figure 2,
many of the error bars are a significant fraction of the recorded value.  This indicates that
the choice of a particular algorithm is not a strong indicator of performance.
Confining ourselves to the passive monitoring scenario, we can compare the
performance of the different compression techniques in the two topologies studied. In
both Experiment 1 (random topology) and Experiment 2 (grid topology), CDFM provides
the lowest power cost, while Huffman residual compression provides the highest
reception frequency [Figures 3 and 4].
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To obtain a quantitative measure of how the optimal stacks from each experiment
perform against the “default” stack suggested by the authors of TinyOS, we compare the
two optimal stacks for each experiment against the best-performing member of the subset
<*-*-0-2-2>, which represents the default stack specified in TinyOS. We extend this
comparison to include the “best compromise”, the stack that has the lowest average
ranking in both power consumption and reception fairness for a given experiment.  The
results of these comparisons are shown in Figures 5 and 6 and Tables 10 and 9, and the
list of candidate stacks used for these comparisons appears in Table 8.
Discussion / Conclusions
The measurements and comparisons of the previous section can be used to derive
certain conclusions about the behavior of wireless sensor networks in various application
scenarios, and to begin to form a set of guidelines for the selection of a network stack for
a given task.
Beginning with the application layer, we note that the algorithm that provides the
most compression (CDFM) provides both the lowest power consumption and the lowest
network fairness.  Why is this? At 1 bit/sample, each packet can hold 184 samples.
During the course of a 30-second experiment, each node transmits only one packet.
Thus, network usage is extremely low (as each packet only transmits once), but if any
packet is lost to corruption or interference or local congestion, then no readings are
received at all from the originating node.  This is especially apparent when CDFM is
combined with DSR routing.  DSR routing does not establish a route until the first
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transmission request.  Thus, when a node has filled its packet with 184 samples and
requests transmission, DSR will send a route request packet. As the simulator only
slightly randomizes the start time for each node, many of these route request packets will
be transmitted within several seconds of each other.  Such transient collision will
probably destroy most of the route requests, preventing the return of route replies and the
delivery of nodes’ sensor readings.  An algorithm that appears to provide a reasonable
compromise between power consumption and reception fairness is Huffman residual
encoding.  This algorithm can fill a packet with 9-35 samples per packet, and this range
introduces significant randomness into the timing of transmission requests. Additionally,
as all of a node’s readings are now not contained in one packet, the fairness of the system
is not as adversely affected by the loss of one packet as it is under CDFM.
At the network layer the two choices are DSDV, a beacon-driven routing
algorithm, and DSR, an active route acquisition algorithm.  DSDV appears to consume
less power than DSR in most cases, although this may be due more to the experimental
conditions than to the performance of the algorithm itself.  DSR floods the network
whenever it receives a transmission request and does not have a route (due to an error or
having been recently initialized).  In a large network with a high data volume, these
additional packets merely contribute to the congestion of the network.  Additionally, as
75% loss rates are not uncommon in sensor networks, the likelihood of a route request
reaching the base station and subsequently returning intact is at times rather low.  This
should not be taken as a categorical failure of DSR, however.  DSDV has a lower initial
cost, as only one node is flooding, but since the base station periodically floods, the cost
of routing is not limited to initialization and error correction, as in DSDV.  In an
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initialized network, with low error rates, it is therefore conceivable that DSR could
outperform DSDV. Further research into the parameters necessary for this crossover is
suggested.
At the LLC layer, we first analyze the performance of ARQ.  ARQ is designed to
ensure delivery in cases where a transient error condition has resulted in the corruption of
a sent packet.  This condition is usually a bit error, or the random collision of two
packets.  In high-traffic scenarios, corruption of a packet appears to usually be the result
of congestion.  In this case, retransmission will only increase local congestion and power
consumption.  This can be seen in the increased power consumption associated with the
activation of ARQ.  The effect of ARQ on reception fairness is more interesting.  In the
passive monitoring scenario ARQ increases reception fairness, while in the fire detection
scenario, the reverse is true.  This appears to be the result of the two different application
scenarios’ bandwidth usage.  In the passive monitoring application, bandwidth usage is
constant and high.  In this environment, retransmission can increase the chance that a
particular packet will be successfully received, which is especially important for distant
nodes, whose transmissions must traverse multiple hops to reach the base station.  In the
fire detection scenario, bandwidth usage is characterized by intermittent and
simultaneous transmissions by a cluster of nodes.  In this scenario, retransmission is
likely to block transmission attempts by a neighbor, who may only attempt to transmit
once or twice during the course of the experiment.
Moving on to MAC algorithms, we see very interesting results when comparing
the power consumption of the three algorithms.  The simplest algorithm, carrier sense
with random backoff, has much lower power consumption than either of the more
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complex algorithms. More complex algorithms create a lower effective bandwidth.  In
carrier sense + random initial wait, the transmission of every packet is delayed, even if
the channel is free at that moment.  Similarly, in MAClp, the transmission of any packet
may be randomly cancelled by the adaptive rate control mechanism.  The simplest
algorithm, carrier sense alone, is a purely opportunistic user of bandwidth.  If immediate
transmission is possible, this algorithm is the only candidate that will take advantage of it.
This seems to indicate that a greedy algorithm can best exploit transient dips in
bandwidth usage.  By removing the overhead associated with cooperation between nodes,
the total channel capacity is effectively increased.
At the encoding layer, one can examine the tradeoff between packet size and error
recovery capability.  In a low-traffic environment dominated by single-bit errors, a
complex encoding scheme that provides multiple-bit error recovery provides the best
performance, as the increased packet length will not create more collisions.  In an
environment where congestion, and thus collision, is the most common source of error,
FEC (in the form of SEC-DED or EVENODD) is of little use.  As collisions produce
multiple consecutive errors, FEC cannot correct them.  Additionally, as error-correcting
codes impose a 50% length increase over Manchester encoding alone, the chance of
collisions is increased while the effective bandwidth is decreased.  This would indicate
that, in congested environments, the benefits that FEC provides are not worth the
additional cost in bandwidth.
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Next Steps
This series of experiments explored the behavior of several network algorithms in
different simulated application scenarios.  To improve the reliability of the results, the
experiments should ideally be repeated with different topologies, random seeds, numbers
of nodes, and simulation durations.  By simulating under these varying conditions, one
could decrease the possibility that the patterns of behavior indicated in the data are the
result of a particular configuration, and not of the experimental scenario itself.  As the
experiments are currently implemented, they measure the startup cost of a network in
addition to its operational costs.  In a deployed network, the startup costs are of much less
concern than the steady state power consumption of the system.  To properly measure the
steady state performance of the system, it would be necessary to modify the simulator to
begin with an initialized network.  Finally, the experiment could be improved by the
addition of more network algorithms and application scenarios, and the optimization of
the existing algorithms.  This is especially true for the EVENODD encoding scheme,
which appears to suffer from an error in decoding.
Conclusions
By testing the performance of many network stacks under two application
scenarios, we see that the most effective stacks appear to be those constructed from the
simplest algorithms. Using simple components, one not only reduces power consumption,
but also computation, another highly limited resource in this class of systems.  In systems
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where the aggregate performance of the network is more important than the performance
of any single node, algorithms designed to ensure reliable communication may actually
decrease the performance of the system as a whole.
These findings have significant implications for the development and deployment
of wireless sensor networks, which have traditionally been designed using assumptions
taken from ad-hoc and cellular wireless systems.  As these new sensor networks are more
power- and computation-limited than their predecessors, priorities in their design are
quite different than those of traditional wireless networks.
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Appendix A: Tables
Table 1: Capabilities of the ATMega128L
Function Value








Table 2: Electrical Characteristics of the ATMega128L
Mode Power Supply Current (max)
Active 5 mA
Idle 2 mA
Power Down 40 µA
Table 3: Electrical Characteristics of the RFM TX1000




Table 4: Experimental Parameters
Experiment Scenario Topology
1 Passive Monitoring Random
2 Passive Monitoring Grid
3 Fire Detection Random
4 Fire Detection Grid
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2 Huffman Residual Compression
3 CDFM Compression





















Table 6: Reception Fairness of Simulated Network Stacks
Experiment Min Fairness Mean Fairness Max Fairness Opt. Stack
1 0 0.153419896 0.750815457 <2-0-0-0-0>
2 0 0.178453721 0.67581228 <2-0-0-0-0>
3 0.01010101 0.16820018 0.402194569 <X-0-0-0-0>
4 0.018123569 0.177758279 0.381730453 <X-0-0-0-0>
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Table 7: Power Consumption of Simulated Network Stacks (mAs/data volume)
Experiment Min Power C. Mean Power C. Max Power C. Opt. Stack
1 22.47491018 545.8167887 12752.36798 <3-0-0-0-0>
2 23.66605634 424.0640327 2112.599257 <3-0-0-0-0>
3 11.44092044 421.9059404 7728.643523 <X-0-0-0-0>
4 27.38309018 134.1653885 495.6902725 <X-0-0-0-0>
Table 8: Optimal Stacks (No Encoding Removed)
Experiment Opt. Fairness Stack Opt. Power Stack Best Compromise
1 <2-0-0-0-1> <3-0-0-1-1> <2-0-0-0-1>
2 <2-0-0-1-1> <3-0-1-1-1> <1-0-0-1-1>
3 <X-0-0-1-1> <X-0-0-0-1> <X-0-0-1-1>
4 <X-0-0-0-3> <X-0-0-0-1> <X-0-0-2-1>
Table 9: Reception Fairness Comparison of Optimal and Standard Stacks
Table 10: Power Consumption Comparison of Optimal and Standard Stacks
Experiment Opt. Fairness Opt. Power Best
Compromise
Standard
1 0.60529818 0.12121212 0.60529818 0.3663133
2 0.55157515 0.1038961 0.52427795 0.37943791
3 0.36988167 0.30529172 0.36988167 0.26926889
4 0.33833177 0.27555794 0.33270464 0.22105952
Experiment Opt. Power Opt. Fairness Best
Compromise
Standard
1 31.5897374 79.6325983 79.6325983 93.0211466
2 37.025219 138.905469 119.68214 179.265868
3 26.3870554 28.178825 28.178825 55.2800598
4 53.6101403 84.8613952 57.9058671 109.289486
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Appendix B: Figures
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Figure 6: Power Consumption / Event of Optimal 
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